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No one ever really showed me how to love 
but I've done I've done 
the very best that I could (best that I could) 
I'm selfish sometimes 
I'm jeal, jealous but I 
cant imagine how hard life would be without you 

I know how lucky i am to have you, 
i don't tell you enough that 
all i have for you is love and 
i wasted away so many chances to say 
how much it means to know there's 
someone out there like you 

hmm ohh ohh ohhhh ohh ohhhhh 
after all the ups and downs we've been though 
there's a fav that ties a lifeline from me to you 
and its larger than love 
yea you just have to trust (just have to trust) 
no one can touch or ever take that away from us 

I know how lucky i am to have you, 
i don't tell you enough that 
all i have for you is love and 

i wasted away so many chances to say 
how much it means to know there's 
someone out there like you 

we were never strangers it was meant to be 
what we have it was destiny 
its so crazy but its almost like you know me 
better than myself and now we 
read each others mind before we say a word 

I'm more comfortable around you more myself 
then I've ever been around anyone else 
and if I'm taking you for granted, nooooo 

I know how lucky i am to have you, 
i don't tell you enough that 
all i have for you is love and 
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i wasted away so many chances to say 
how much it means to know there's 
someone out there like you
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